vision // Mark Mckeown

he fully admits he’s no Sue Bryce when it comes
to perfect posing, but is more interested in
applying his own photojournalism-informed
style to weddings than aping anyone else.
“I definitely approach things from a storytelling
perspective, while looking as much outside
the square as possible. I’m always looking for a
moment in time that you don’t usually capture.”
One of the idiosyncrasies carried over from
photojournalism that McKeown sees as distinct
to his approach is the way he uses his wideangle lens. He has carried two lenses in his kit
for the past 19 years, a 16-35mm and a 70200mm, which has been all he needed to cover
any news story. Now he’s finding the same
holds true for weddings.
The wedding of Casey Williams and Terry Kopua at the Red Barn, Matamata

America you would never jack up a shot. That’s
because in New Zealand you have eight to 10
jobs to do a day, you’ve got to use your light,
use your environment, there’s no time hang
around anticipating the moment.
“Whereas in the US I’d have maybe three jobs
a day, so I could be at the football practice and
wait for that moment of the coach interacting
with the running back. I wouldn’t say, ‘Hey, can
you guys just go over into the corner of the field
and have a quick talk so I can get that shot’.”
Having excelled in both styles, McKeown now
finds he has just the right amount of experience
in setting shots up, tempered with a journalist’s
respect for authenticity, to get everything he
and his clients want from a wedding. That said,
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fter two decades of toiling away
in photojournalism you don’t
usually expect to see a veteran photographer
suddenly change career tracks, but that’s
exactly what Tauranga-based Mark McKeown
has done. The internationally trained, awardwinning photojournalist has halted his longstanding newspaper job to pursue a career as a
wedding photographer.
After putting in 10 year’s service at the Bay of
Plenty Times, McKeown handed in his press
pass at the end of 2012 to focus his energies
on running Musae Studios with his wedding
celebrant wife, Suzanne. But, as anyone with
a taste for photojournalism knows, it’s not
something you just walk away from – it’s in the
blood. So McKeown is now looking at different
avenues to apply his skills outside of the
‘newspaper rabbit hole’.
“If you stay there too long, you’ll never get out
and run across the paddock,” he explains. “I
still love newspapers, it’s just time for me to
move on and do my own thing. After doing
photography that long you want to spread your
wings.”
Circuitously, the Bay of Plenty man’s start
in photography goes back to 1993, when
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he won an athletics scholarship to the US
after competing in the World Cross Country
Championships in Spain. He found himself
at South Dakota State University, a good
journalism school, and quickly secured himself
a mentor in his photography professor — a
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relationship that persists today — and work on
the university newspaper.
“It was a good-sized newspaper, there are

30,000 people in the university, I was covering
concerts and NCAA [National Collegiate
Athletic Association] sports events… shooting
football games alongside USA Today and The
Washington Post with all these photographers
around me. It was inspiring and jaw-dropping.”
McKeown spent nine years doing photography
in different US States before returning home
to Tauranga in 2003, where he took up his
station at the Bay of Plenty Times. Upon his
return he started to reap some of the country’s
highest photojournalism honours, including
Sports Photographer of the Year at the
National Sports Journalism Awards in 2005,
Photographer of the Year at the APN Regional
Media Awards 2011, and he twice won the New
Zealand Institute of Professional Photography’s
Photojournalist of the Year award, in 2010 and
2012.
The affable photographer says there is a very
real difference in the way photojournalism is
approached in the US and New Zealand. Finding
success in both environments he feels he now
has a unique skill set with which to approach
wedding photography.
“New Zealanders are the jack up kings of
photojournalism, working on newspapers in

Top left, bottom
right: Part of Mark
McKeown’s winning
portfolio in the
Photojournalism
category of the 2012
NZIPP Iris Professional
Photography Awards
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double shoulder strap.
“I almost look a bit like a commando, but I’m
shooting for 12 to 14 hours, there’s no way I’m
going to have a strap around my neck.”
Another area in which McKeown’s
photojournalism pedigree serves him well is his
mastery of natural light and flash techniques for
indoors. Being asked to make the most of any
lighting situation in order to snap the news in a
timely fashion means he’s developed a flair for
on-camera flash.

never been to before, never met the couple,
and I’ll be fine because I’m quick at using what I
have for a good shot.”
Another key element to making the Musae
Studios experience unique is McKown’s
significant other, Suzanne Todd-McKeown.
Not only is she a registered marriage celebrant,
making the studio a rather tidy package,
but Todd-McKeown is also an aspiring
photographer herself. She says the dual roles
aren’t too difficult to balance; it just takes a

change of clothes and time to clear her head.
“I guess my role as a teacher and Dean at
a secondary school has made me good at
juggling ‘hats’,” she explains. “One minute you’re
a teacher, the next you’re a shoulder to cry on,
an advice giver or a disciplinarian — I just take
things as they come and go with the flow.”
Having worked in a structured teaching
environment for around 15 years, Todd-McKeown
says she is the realistic yin to her husband’s
creative yang. While he approaches a wedding

Day one, Indian wedding day of Neetha Alex and Avishek Kumar at Avishek’s home residence, Te Puna

The photographer says he’s also been known
to bring out a sports lens on occasion, a big
300mm that’s not often the sort of thing to
make a wedding appearance. This can of course
be quite the physical burden, especially when
the photographer is already carting around two
cameras along with his trust two-lens combo.
To keep his gear comfortable and accessible
he uses a Griffgear shoulder pack, specifically
designed for photojournalists working in tough
combat situations, in tandem with BlackRapid’s

“I don’t think there’s ever been a situation where
I’ve had to level the ambient light with the flash
and the camera settings. It’s kind of like, ‘Bring it
on, give me a situation I can’t handle’. Because
I’ve been in most of them.”
Past experience has also given the
photographer a quick, innate sense of what
backgrounds will work best for a shot, as well as
the ability to capably direct people in order to
make the most of the environment.
“I think I could turn up to a wedding venue I’ve

The wedding of Laura McLeay and Josh McKoy at Daltons Plantation, Matamata

“A lot of photojournalism stuff is really wide, to
get a big plug shot of an accident scene, then a
long lens to zoom in. I use the same approach
with weddings; I get the plug shot, the big overall
shot, then I’ll move in with my focal length.
“It’s important to know how to use the wideangle properly, so you’re not bowing out
people’s arms or protruding people’s heads.
You need to use it in a manner that looks
in proportion and correct while still looking
creative.”

Day two, Western wedding day of Neetha Alex and Avishek Kumar at St. Peters Church, Mount Maunganui

The wedding of Casey Williams and Terry Kopua at the Red Barn, Matamata
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with the probing eye of a photojournalist, she can
offer a more pragmatic perspective.
“Mark has such a creative mind with so many great
ideas. However, sometimes he can let this get the
better of him and I have to step in and be the time

watcher and keep things real and achievable.
“I’m also good at gauging how willing a bride
might be to go along with some of Mark’s ideas
— is this really the type of woman who wants to
climb into a forklift bucket on a kiwifruit orchard in

The wedding of Katherine Reid and Simon Dombroski at Ridge Country Retreat, Papamoa
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high heels and a $3000 wedding dress, or not?”
Asked what McKeown’s biggest strength as a
photographer is, the wife says her husband’s
passion and commitment to giving a job his all
are what set him apart. He will stay at a wedding

i see a wedding alMost like you’re
preparing for a MaratHon race

Musae Studios. Moving forward McKeown hopes
to build up even more marketing steam, achieve
Grand Master status with the NZIPP within six
years and get back into running seriously — all
while the couple attempt their biggest challenge
yet, raising their 10-month-old son.
He might have put the fast-paced world of
newspapers behind him, but for McKeowan
slowing down doesn’t seem an option. D

The wedding of Sam Tzanakos and Bruno Jewell at Jewell’s Home Residence, Tauranga

The wedding of Rochelle Figgest and Mark Cooney at Olive Tree Cottage, Pyes Pa
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because I want to be in that top bunch all day
long and get the winning shot at the end. For
me and the client.
“I still get those good nerves in the morning,
those butterflies in my stomach, like I’m going
to line up for a race.”
The business has certainly started off at an
impressive clip, with a healthy stream of happy
customers drumming up ample referrals for

Shot by Suzanne Todd-McKeown, awarded Gold at the 2011 Kodak Gold Awards

as long as a couple is keen to keep shooting —
he’s not the type to call it a day the second the
cake is cut. He credits his experience as a toplevel athlete for giving him the stamina to keep
on for long haul.
“I see a wedding almost like you’re preparing
for a marathon race. You’re carbo-loading the
night before, Thursday night you’re getting a
good sleep. Everything is preparing for Saturday,
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